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Parts of this type were found on all analyzed levels. The functionality of vessels marked 
in this way and the significance of these "symbols" is uncertain and is intensely debated 

in scientific writings. 
Vessels carrying marks on their bottoms are to be found among the discoveries of Vinca, 

Turdaş, Banat, Boian-Giuleşti Gradesnica, Karanovo IV Kalojanovec, Precucuteni, Hamangia 
and the Linear Pottery cultures. 1 

Marked bottoms found in these cultural backgrounds could be explained through a com
mon cultural background or as the result of a cultural impulse whose center is the area around 
the Propontis.2 

Regarding the role of these signs, theories fall into two categories which in turn involve 
two features each. The first category would be one that assumes a cultic role and includes using 
bookmarks as a proto sacred writing3 or using bottoms of pots in various rituals.4 The sec
ond hypothesis implies a secular functionality of porter marks5 or signs of ownership6

, or zoo
morphic decoration7 The so-called writing had a sacred function, being involved in rituals and 
asserting magical/religious beliefs. 

The "writing" incised on the dishes was not used for trade or for enlisting administrative 
documents, but to communicate with supernatural forces.8 

Valeriu Sârbu and Stănică Pandrea support the idea that there was a body of symbols that 
bear a series of messages. Dish bottoms were chosen for this purpose because they were at hand, 
were easily transported and stored, because they were easily incised and were resistant. Probably 
every sign carried out a message or some information, being hard to believe that each sign rep
resented a letter.9 Rituals such objects were necessary are difficult to deduce. However, some 
authors believe that these markings were commemorative and played a sacred role, 10 a part in a 
ritual addressed to the deity by referring to its name and attributes. 11 

J. Chapman believes that these fragmented bottoms played a part in a ritual that involved 
a fundamental form of gift exchange, in which the person giving out an inalienable object (an 
object that contains part of its aura or presence) to other people, establishes a relationship with 

1 Sârbu/Pandrea 2003, p. 103-109, p. 112. 
2 2 Sârbu/Pandrea 2005, p. 93, p. 99. 
3 Dumitrescu 1988, p. 31; Lazarovici 2004, p. 44. 
4 Chapman 2001, p. 223. 
5 Gimbutas 1989, p. 68; Dumitrescu 1988, p. 31; Lazarovici/Dumitrescu 1985-1986, p. 5; Haarmann/Marler 2008, p. 5 
6 Germann/Resch 1981, p. 22; Lazarovici/Dumitrescu 1985-1986, p. 5; Haarmann/ Marler 2008, p. 5. 
7 Niţu 1969, p. 68. 
8 Merlini 2011, p. 86. 
9 Sârbu/Pandrea 2003, p. 101. 
10 Gimbutas 1989, p. 68. 
11 Haarmann/Marler 2008, p. 7. 
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142 I OCTAVIAN-CRISTIAN ROGOZEA, REMUS DINCĂ 

the person receiving the object, and thus captures some of the aura of the giver. This type of 
social relationship extends to the point where it forms a "chain" of givers, from where the term 
"linkage': The researcher calls this ritual "fragment enchainment". 12 

Regarding context, it should be mentioned that most bottoms of vessels on which "signs" 
are present come from the crop layer, from pits of mud, huts or houses. 13 Only in some cases the 
context of the discovery of these parts seems to indicate a clear cultic function. In support of this 
theory, we mention here three clear situations where these marked bottoms were discovered in 
complexes with a clearly cultic character. 

In Cluj-Napoca, at the Archives point, was discovered a vessel with a profile resembling 
an "S': macle out of yellowish paste, burned evenly, with a carefully smoothed surface and thin 
walls, which was part a tomb inventory. The vessel has a concave bottom with three parallel inci
sions in the form of the letter "Z" 14 and it belongs to the Iclods. 15 

Another situation where these artifacts appear in a cultic context is the one at LişcotecaBalti
heap,in a pit assigned to the Boian culture. In this settlement, in the pit 13, ten vessels with a 
marked bottom were discovered. 16 A similar situation is found at Parţa (Timiş county). Here, in 
a hole, 650 items containing typical pottery, lithic tools, bone tools and scrap fauna were found. 
Among the pottery fragments, there were also discovered 13 marked pot bottoms. 17 

Another argument that advocates for these markings having a role in the spiritual life of 
prehistoric communities would be their presence on anthropomorphic and zoomorphic figu
rines, on ceremonial vessels, on structures for ritual practice (libation tables, miniature altars 
and domestic oven decoys), on weaving tools (spindles, loom weights), on seal stamps, tablets 
and other objects of symbolic functionality. 18 

Another interesting aspect worth noting is how similar the broken incisions - disposed as 
angles oriented with their peak towards the center of the vessel's bottom - is to some pendants 
and platelets. A "decoration" formed of incised lines, in a broken angle, that divides the surface 
on three distinct quarters, shows up on a charm-pendant from Turdaş as well. This pendant's 
shape is an oval plaque disposed with a small hole for hanging. 19 

The great diversity of signs, the fact that they were clone afterburning and the small number 
of marked vessels does not support the hypothesis that these signs would be potter marks.20 

A small number of fragments of marked vessel's bottoms were discovered at Sânandrei. 
Technique used was incisions along with folds, both made before burning. In the case of a single 
fragment, the incision was macle before burning. 

We have to emphasize that all ceramics fragments were fragmented during Antiquity. This 
fragmentation can be explained precisely because of a presence of a sign,21 these signs providing 

12 Chapman 2001, p. 223: [ ... ] The term "enchainment" is a basic form of gift exchange, in witch the person who 
gives an inalienable object (an object witch carries part of that person's aura or presence with it) to another 
person establishes a relationship in witch she acquires part of the reciver's aura and never altogether loses the 
gift. This form of social relationship is extended to chains of gift-recivers and recivers, hence the term "enchain
ment" [ ... ] The important point to note here ist that the Balkan Neolithic used broken objects in their form of 
enchainment - a practice witch I have termed "fragment enchainment''. [ ... ]. 

n Sârbu/Pandrea 2003, p. 112. 
14 Lazarovici 1977, p. 23, fig. 1/8. 
1 ~ Lazarovici 1977, p. 25. 
16 Sârbu/Pandrea 2003, p. 112. 
17 Germann/Resch 1981p.10-11, p. 22; Lazarovici/Draşovean/Maxim 2011, p. 284. 
18 Haarmann/Marler 2008, p. 5. 
19 Vlassa 1970; 1975, p. 6 şi fig. 17a şi b; 1976, p. 167 şi fig. 5/8. 
20 Sârbu/Pandrea 2003, p. 93-94. 
21 Merlini 2011, p. 86. 
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a certain visual control of the rapture mode and its area.22 This hypothesis is nat at all surprising 
considering that some idols have been designed so that fragmentation can be macle simply and 
without difficulty.23 

The only known non-fragmented objects present in an archeological context are "the 
Tărtăria tablets". lt is possible that they have nat been broken because they were considered 
inviolable. 24 

The Sa Levei 

The fragments marked on their bottom that belong to this level are part of the semi fine spe
cies, have a diameter between 6 and 7 centimeters and have been fragmented during antiquity: 

- Bottom fragment, with a reducing combustion, black in color, having both sides polished. 
As paste degreasing they used sand. The diameter of this fragment is 6 cm and its width is 
0.9 cm. On the bottom, the fragment has three incised lines of which one is broken and forms 
an angle. (pl. I, fig. 1) 

- Bottom fragment, with a reducing combustion black in color, having both sides polished. 
As dough degreasing they used sand. The diameter of this fragment is 6 cm and its width is 
0.6 cm. On the bottom, the fragment has incised a line. (pl. I, fig. 2) 

- Bottom fragment, with an oxidant reduction, black in color, having both sides carefully, 
polished. Sand was used as degreasing in this case as well. Bottom's diameter is 7 cm and its 
width is O. 7 cm. On the bottom, there is a series of 6 oblique incisions and a broken incision that 
forms an angle. The incisions were probably part of a more complex ensemble, impossible to tell 
precisely (pl. I, fig. 3) 

- Bottom fragment, with a reducing combustion black in color, having both sides polished. 
As dough degreasing they used sand as well. Bottom's diameter is 0.6 cm and its width is 1 cm. 
On the bottom, we can distinguish three incisions: a broken on that forms an angle and two 
right incisions that both flank each side of the angle (pl. I, fig. 4) 

- Bottom fragmentbelonging to a black vessel macle aut of fine ceramics. As dough degreas
ing they used sand. Both its surfaces have been polished. On the outside, we can see a decora
tion macle of two straight, parallel incisions, framed on both sides by broken incisions, type F20. 
Bottom's diameter is 8 cm, width 0.9 cm. (pl. II, fig. 1) 

- Bottom fragment of fine composition, with both sides polished, black in color, having 
sand as degreasing. On the outside we can see broken incisions that form angles with their peak 
oriented towards the inside. The bottom has a diameter of 7 cm and a width of 0.5 cm. (pl. II, 
fig. 1) 

- Bottom fragment belonging to a vessel macle aut of fine ceramics, black in color, both its 
sides polished. Degreasing found in the doughissand. On the outside of this bottom we can see 
a marking macle of two broken incisions that form two angles oriented with their peak towards 
the outside. The bottom has a width of 0.7 cm and a diameter of0.9 cm (pl. II, fig. 3) 

- Bottom fragment belonging to a vessel macle out of fine ceramics, black in color, both 
sides polished. As dough degreasing they used sand. The outside surface of this fragment is 
marked with a series of fine incisions. They form a theme macle of three straight parallel lines 
crossed perpendicularly by other seven incisions. The width of this fragment is 0.5 cm. Bottom's 
diameter is 5 cm. (pl. II,fig. 4) 

22 Chapman 200 l, p. 236. 
23 Chapman 2001, p. 220. 
24 Merlini 2011, p. 35. 
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- Bottom fragment belongîng to a vessel made out of fine ceramics, black în color, both 
sîdes polished, usîng sand as degreasîng and havîng îts both sîdes polished. On the out
sîdeyou can see a decoratîonformed of the so-called "în rafters", made out of fine folds, (pi. 
III, fig. 1) 

- Bottom fragment belongîng to a vessel made out of fine ceramics, grey în color, both 
sîdes polished, usîng sand as degreasîng and having îts both sîdes polished. The wall fragment 
attached to thîsvessel's bottom was decorated wîth two curved, parallel încisîons that belonged 
eîther to the B32 theme or the D40 one. On thîs decoratîon, on the bottom'soutsîde, we can see 
a serîesof fine folds that form the known theme "în rafters': (pi.III, fig 2) 

lhe Sb Levei 

- Bottom fragment of coarse nature that gîves ît an orange color. As dough degreasîng they 
used crushed shards and sand. As far as surface treatment goes, these have been smoothed out. 
The dîameter of thîs vessel îs 6 cm and îts wîdth îs 1. 7 cm. On the bottom we can find încisîons 
mapped în raw dough, that form severa} angles, (pi. III, fig 3) 

- Bottom fragment of fine nature, wîth a good combustîon reducing, black în color, havîng 
both sîdes polished. As dough degreasîng they used sand. The fragment has a 5 cm dîameter and 
8 cm în wîdth. On the bottom there are severa} fine încisîons, sîmilarly to the folds, probably 
made wîth the same tool, which perhaps formed a theme made of crossed încisîons perpendicu
lar to one another through four dîrectîons. (pi. III, fig. 4) 

- Bottom fragment of fine nature, wîth a good combustîon reducing, black în color, havîng 
both sîdes polished. As dough degreasîng they used sand. The fragment has a 7 cm dîameter and 
7 cm în wîdth. On the bottom we can dîstînguîsh seven fine încisîons, parallel on one another, 
oblique from rîght to left on other two parallel încisîons (pi. IV, fig. 1) 

- Bottom fragment of fine nature, wîth a good combustion reducing, black în color, havîng 
both sîdes polished. As dough degreasîng they used sand. The fragment has a 7 cm dîameter and 
5 cm în wîdth. On the bottom we can see short, linear împressîons, arranged în a circle under the 
contact area between the wall and the bottom. It îs possîble that these împressîons be the mark 
of the support they set the vessel în order to model ît or a way to încrease îts adherence when în 
contact wîth surfaces ît stays on durîng use, (pi. III, fig 5) 

- Bottom fragment of coarse nature, wîth a good combustîon reducing, orange în color. 
Both fragment surfaces are smooth. Dîameter of thîs vessel îs 11 cm, and îts wîdth îs 6 cm. On 
the bottom there îs an oval socket, wîth a length of 1 cm and a wîdth of 6 cm (pi. IV, fig. 5) 

- Bottom fragment of fine nature, with a good combustîon reducing, black în color, havîng 
îts both surfaces polished. As dough degreasîng they used sand. The fragment has a dîameter of 
5 cm. Its wîdth îs 6 cm. On the bottom of ît we can see two parallel încisîons (pi. IV, fig. 6) 

- Bottom fragment of fine nature, wîth a good combustîon reducing, black în color, havîng 
îts both surfaces polished. As dough degreasîng they used sand. Dîameter îs 1 O cm and wîdth îs 
4 cm. On the bottom we can see oblique folds from left to rîght (pi. V, fig. 5) 

- Bottom fragment of fine nature, wîth a good combustîon reducing, black în color, havîng 
îts both surfaces polished. As dough degreasîng they used sand. The fragment has a diameter of 
5 cm and a wîdth of 6 cm. On the bottom we can find several încisîons, (pi. IV, fig. 7) 

- Bottom fragment of fine nature, wîth a good combustîon reducing, black în color, havîng 
îts both surfaces polished. As dough degreasîng they used sand. The fragment has a dîameter of 
8 cm and a width of 9 cm. On the bottom we can find oblique folds from right to left and from 
left to rîght. (pi. IV, fig. 8) 
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- Bottom fragment of fine nature, with a good combustion reducing, black in color, having 
its both surfaces polished. As dough degreasing they used sand. The fragment has a diameter of 
6 cm and a width of 3 cm. On the bottom we can find "in rafters" (pl. V, fig. 1) 

- Bottom fragment of fine nature, with a good combustion reducing, black in color, having 
its both surfaces polished. As dough degreasing they used sand. The fragment has a diameter of 
7 cm and a width of 8 cm. On the bottom there are "in rafters" folds, (pl. V, fig 2) 

- Bottom fragment of fine nature, with a good combustion reducing that gives it a black 
color on the outside and a black-grey color on the inside. Both surfaces are polished. As dough 
degreasing they used sand. The fragment has a diameter of 6 cm and a width of 5 cm. On the 
inside we can see a rhomb with open on its upper right side. This side comes with an angle inci
sion attached to its lower right side, (pl. V, fig.3) 

- Bottom fragment of fine nature, with a good combustion reducing, black in color, having 
both its sides polished. As dough degreasing they used sand. The fragment has a diameter of 
6 cm and a width of 8 cm. On the bottom we can see six grooves perpendicular and/or parallel 
to one another, (pl. V, fig. 4) 

The Se Levei 

- Bottom fragment originating from a vessel of semi-finite nature, orange on the outside 
and black on the inside. The interior surface is polished and the exterior one is smoothened. As 
dough degreasing they used sand. The fragment has a width of 1.6 cm and a diameter of 10 cm. 
There are seven shallow incisions on the bottom that are organized to form broken parallel lines 
among them (pl. VI, fig. 1) 

- Bottom fragment of fine na ture, grey in color. Both its surfaces are polished. As dough degreas
ing they used sand. In terms of size, it has a width of 0.4 cm and a diameter of 4 cm. On the bottom, 
the fragment has some fine incisions which form a network resembling a fishing net (pl. VI, fig. 2) 

- Ceramic bottom originating from a coarse vessel. Both its surfaces are orange in color and 
are smoothened. As dough degreasing they used sand. The fragment has a width of 1.2 cm and a 
diameter of 5 cm. In terms of decoration, on the wall side attached to the bottom, there are two 
oblique incisions from right to left. The bottom, on its turn, has two broken parallel incisions on 
the outside, forming angles with their peak oriented towards the outside (pl. VI, fig. 3) 

- Bottom fragment of fine nature, black in color, having both its sides polished. As dough 
degreasing they used sand as well. The fragment has a width of 0.6 cm and a diameter of 5 cm. 
On the outside, we can see an oval incision that starts a small, straight incision (pl. VI, fig. 4) 

- Bottom fragment of fine nature, with both its sides black in color, polished. As dough 
degreasing for this fragment they used sand. In concern to its size, the vessel's bottom has a 
width of0.3 cm and a diameter of0.7 cm. On the outside there are a series of incisions that form 
a theme macle of three broken, parallel incisions forming angles oriented towards the center. 
Next to these ones, we can also see three other incisions, this time straight and placed on the left 
side, perpendicularly on one of the angle's sides, and a right incision on its right side, parallel to 
a side of an angle but keeping a distance to it (pl. VI, fig. 5) 

- Bottom fragment of fine nature. Both its sides are black and polished. As dough degreas
ing they used sand. The outer part of this fragment is covered in incisions, both the wall attached 
to its bottom as well as its ground. For this fragment, the fragmented state did not allow deter
mining a diameter. lts width is 1.6 cm. (pl. VII, fig. 1). 

- Bottom fragment originating from a vessel of semi-finite nature. Both its surfaces are black 
in color and it's possible they had been polished. In regards to its decoration, this is macle of an 
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incision on the wall attached to the bottom and another incision on its base. In this case as well, 
the fragmentation state did nat allow establishing the diameter. Its width is 0.9 cm. (pl. VII, fig. 2) 

- Bottom fragment of semi finite ceramics. Both its surfaces are orange and smoothened. 
They used sand as degreasing. The diameter îs 8 cm and its width îs 1.1 cm. On the outer side of 
the bottom we can see eight parallel incisions (pl. VII, fig. 3) 

- Bottom fragment originating from a vessel of coarse nature. Both its surfaces are polished 
and orange with black lifts. They used a mix of crushed shards and sand as degreasing. The 
diameter îs 5 cm and its width îs 1.2 cm. The wall attached to the bottom is decorated with three 
oblique incisions from right to left, while the actual bottom has an outer part marked with a 
broken incision that farms an angle oriented towards the outside. Inside this angle there are alsa 
faur more incisions parallel to one another and on one side of the angle (pl. VII, fig. 4.) 

The Sd Levei 

- Bottom fragment of fine nature, having both its surfaces of black color, polished. They 
used sand as degreasing. Fragment îs 0.4 cm and has a 5 cm diameter. On the outer side of the 
bottom there is an incision în the shape of a "cross': (pl. VII, fig. 5.) 

- Bottom fragment, of fine nature, having black and polished surfaces. They used sand as 
degreasing, as în the case of the above-mentioned fragment. Bottom îs 0.8 cm and has a 5 cm 
diameter. On the outer side you can see fine falds disposed "în chessboard", (pl. V, fig. 5) 

- Bottom fragment, of fine nature, which originated from the bottom of a vessel, black in 
color with both its surfaces polished and sand used as degreasing. Its width îs O. 7 cm while its 
diameter îs 6 cm. On the outer side of the bottom we can see six visible parallel incisions, dis
posed obliquely (pl. VIII, fig. 4) 

- Bottom fragment, having both its surfaces black în color and polished. The bottom origi
nates from a fine vessel, with a 5 cm diameter and 0.7 cm width. It has a "chessboard theme" on 
the outer side (pl. VII, fig. 6) 

-Black fragment, having both its surfaces polished, originating from a vessel of semi-fine 
nature, degreased with sand. The vessel had a 0.7 cm diameter and was 0.5 in width. Bottoms 
exterior has two interconnected incisions forming a symbol resembling to a "cross" with identi
ca} arms, (pl. VIII, fig. 1) 

- Fragment coming from a bowl (type IIb) of fine nature, with a black inner surface and 
black grey outer one. Sand was used as degreasing. The vessel had a diameter of 6 cm and a 
width of 0.4 cm. On the outer side of the bottom we can see faur oblique incisions, parallel to 
one another, type F7 (pl. VIII, fig. 2) 

- Bottom fragment belonging to a fine vessel, black în color with both its surfaces polished 
and sand used as degreasing. Its diameter îs 6 cm and its width îs 1 cm. On the outer side of this 
bottom there are faur incisions glued to one another, type F26 (pl. VIII, fig. 3). 

Mast ofbottom vessels with "symbols" ofSânandrei are fragmented. One, of the 5d marked 
with a "cross" îs nat fragmented. 

From the point of view of mast species belonging ass fine ceramics and rarely semi fine. In 
some exceptional cases they have been shaped of coarse paste. The weight of these fragments 
is very small in all the fragments of the Sânanadrei, only 0.07%. Specifically în the 54,525 frag
ments from levels above, only 43 fragments are marked. Out of the vessel bottoms with "sym
bols" is 0.91 %. 
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Plates 

Pl. I, fig. 1- 4; Pl. II, fig. 1, 3, 4; Pl. III, fig. 1- 2 - Vessels with marked bottoms from levei Sa. 

Pl. III, fig. 3-S; Pl. IV, fig. 1, S-8; Pl. V, fig. 1-S - Vessels with marked bottoms from level Sb. 
Pl. VI, fig. 1-S; Pl. VII, fig. 1-4 - Vessels with marked bottoms from levei Se. 
Pl. VII, fig. S-6; Pl. V, fig. S; Pl. VIII, fig. 1- 4 - Vessels with marked bottoms from level Sd: 
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FUNDURI DE VASE CU „SEMNE" DE LA siNANDREI (JUDEŢUL TIMIŞ) 
(Rezumat) 

între fragmentele ceramice descoperite în nivelurile Sa, Sb, Se, Sd, din tell-ul neolitic de la Sânandrei 
- Ocsaplatz!Oxenbrickel, au fost identificate şi o serie de fragmente de funduri de vas cu „simboluri': 
Nivelurile sus menţionate aparţin Culturii Banatului. 
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Pl. VI 
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PI. VII 
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Pl. VIII 
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